
We should be talking ‘business transformation’ 

and not project delivery;

How moving from a PMO to an Innovation & Portfolio Management 

Office could underpin corporate success



White Paper: Innovation & Portfolio Management Office 



Agenda

• Introductions

• The what and why of Business Transformation

• Where are the common pitfalls

–The front end – Strategy & Innovation

–The back end – Portfolio Delivery & Benefit Realisation

• What is the IPMO & how can it underpin business transformation



Introductions

• Ivan Lloyd

• Chief Executive Officer - CPS

• Head of Strategy, Innovation & Delivery – edison365

• Over 25 years working with organisations 

• on Strategy, Innovation & Portfolio Delivery

• Advisor to Microsoft since 2003



The End-to-end business transformation 
platform, built for Office 365. 





The what and why of Business Transformation



What

‘The opportunity to define a bold ambition that embraces and goes beyond 
incremental change and encompasses the opportunity to rethink business and 
operating models to deliver breakthrough value. It involves strategic decisions 

that affect where you’ll grow, how your organization operates, and what kinds of 
benefits you can expect’

Transformation today takes place at dizzying 

speeds, requiring a level of integration and 

alignment that many enterprises are not 

prepared to handle. Deloitte



The Transformation Process 



Is transformation important?



Why Transform?

“If the rate of change on the outside 

exceeds the rate of change on the inside, 

the end is near”

Jack Welch, CEO General Electric from 1981 to 2001 

GE saw a 4000% value growth in that period



Enterprises must respond to the rate of change around them.

Innovation is among the top 

five strategic challenges for 

96% of organizations.

With more than a fifth of 

business leaders citing it as 

the number one priority.

"Change has become the new normal"

In 2018, the Top 50 best run US 

companies focused on 

innovation and employee 

engagement 

with much greater intensity 

than their competitors.

Many Fortune 500 companies 

from recent years are barely 

recognizable today.

In the last 15 years, 52% of the

Fortune 500 companies have 

merged, been acquired, or gone 

bankrupt.



Since March 2009 there have 

been 100 changes in the FTSE100!



The front end of Business Transformation
Strategy & Innovation



The front end process

Innovation Management Office



Common Pitfalls

• Strategy is not widely communicated or understood

• External influences and trends are not evaluated and understood

• Enabling challenges are not communicated 

• Innovation is embraced in limited areas

• Dated culture prevents individuals from raising ideas

• Technology does not support widespread innovation and collaboration

• Rewards and Recognition are not in place to accelerate engagement

• The innovation office is not common

• Strategy and Innovation are not owned or championed at an executive level

• Inadequate funding and resourcing

• Formal delivery of Innovations and outcomes not well understood or executed



The back end process 

Portfolio Management Office



Common Pitfalls

• Projects are not always aligned to Strategy

• The PMO is often viewed as an overhead

• Lacks senior Sponsorship

• Reactive rather than Proactive

• Reticent to stop projects

• The process stops at Delivery
• Benefits are not realised

• Business Cases are not revisited, and lessons learned

Only 41% on EPMO’s are aligned to Organisational Strategy

Just a third of organisations have a high level of benefits realisation. PMI



The Innovation and Portfolio Management Office



The IPMO Accelerates Business Transformation by driving innovation and 

successful project delivery aligned to strategy

• Makes Strategy Visible
• Harnesses the best of both worlds Fail (Learn) fast with structure and 

Governance
• Increases and Accelerates Innovation

• Ensures the right ideas move forward
• Prioritises the portfolio; new ideas and live projects
• Governs benefits management – from business case to realisation
• Provides governance, oversight and end to end management information

• Increases project delivery performance
• Contains SME’s
• Provides training and mentoring 



Benefits

• Single organisation responsible for end to end Business Transformation

• Visibility of value throughout the business transformation process. Are benefits 
correct and being realised

• Are projects being stopped when they should

• Complete understanding the long-term pipeline

• Vision, processes and standards aligned

• One reporting entity

• Provides Lessons learned from idea to benefit

“Portfolio management and innovation are both about providing a 

value in the most efficient way… So, if we apply the same steps of 

innovation to designing portfolio architecture in less cost and high 

value, we will gain double the benefit.”

PMI



Implementation

• Sponsorship

• Strategy

• Process

• Technology

• Organisation

• People



























Q & A



Ivan Lloyd

Ivan.lloyd@edison365.com www.edison365.com

Contact us

Webinar: How Innovation & Portfolio 

Management Office Underpins 

Corporate Success

9th October 2019


